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Love letters to strangers - Hannah Brencher 
From: http://www.ted.com/talks/hannah_brencher_love_letters_to_strangers 

 

1. Discuss the following questions: 

a. Have you ever written letters? If so, who did send those letters to? 

b. Do you think that writing letters is better than communication via social media? Why (not)? 

 

2. Listen to Hannah Brencher talking about her feelings toward letters and complete the 

sentences with a word of an expressions: 

a. Hannah decided to start writing letter to strangers when she fell into _____________________ after 

moving to NY. 

b. She left the letters in places such as libraries, cafes and even _____________________. 

c. In her blog, Hannah promised to send a _____________________  to anyone who asked.  

d. Through her organization, people can write _____________________ with no intentions to actually meet 

each other. 

e. Most of the people that write these letters are the ones that are more used to having conversations on 

_____________________ . 

f. When she talked to a stranger on the subway, Hannah defined herself as _____________________. 

g. The woman mentioned by Hannah writes love letters to her husband and _____________________ the 

throughout the house. 

h. The kinds of stories Hannah tells helped her to realize that letter writing is _____________________. 

i. To her, the fact that someone thinks about another person the _____________________ while reading a 

letter is one of the reasons that makes letter-writing something so special. 

 

3. Watch the talk again and take notes on the stories she tell. Which one do you think is the most 

interesting one? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

4. Think about a person (family, friend or classmate) that you would like to send a letter to.  
What would you write? Consider telling some good news, sharing an inspiring experience, 
telling about a great day that you’ve had. Discuss your ideas with your classmates and take 
notes of the discussion. 
 

5.   Using the ideas discussed in the previous activity, write your letter and find a way to send it to 
person you thought of. 
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Key to exercise 2: 

a. Hannah decided to start writing letter to strangers when she fell into depression after moving to NY. 

b. She left the letters in places such as libraries, cafes and even at the U.N.. 

c. In her blog, Hannah promised to send a hand-written letter  to anyone who asked.  

d. Through her organization, people can write letters to strangers with no intentions to actually meet each 

other. 

e. Most of the people that write these letters are the ones that are more used to having conversations on a 

screen/on Facebook.  

f. When she talked to a startnger on the subway, Hannah defined herself as a storyteller. 

g. The woman mentioned by Hannah writes love letters to her husband and  tucks the throughout the house. 

h. The kinds of stories Hannah tells helped her to realize that letter writing is an art form . 

i. To her, the fact that someone thinks about another person the whole way through while reading a letter is 

one of the reasons that makes letter-writing something so special. 

 


